Motivation and Scope
• Motivations: Rapid wind power development has been coupled with concerns about the need for substantial new transmission infrastructure. Institutional issues pose major obstacles to transmission construction, but also of concern is the potential cost of this infrastructure build out.
• Objectives:
-Develop a better understanding of the transmission costs needed to access growing quantities of wind generation -Highlight differences in transmission planning approaches -Inform higher-level assessment models used to estimate the cost of wind deployment (e.g., WinDS, NEMS)
• Intended Audiences: Regulators and policymakers who need to assess potential transmission costs for accessing large quantities of wind energy; analysts and transmission planners who want to be more aware of the variety of wind transmission studies and study approaches $2,000 0 500 1,000 1,500 2,000 2,500 3,000 3,500 4,000 4,500 Unit cost of median study-scenario in our sample is $300/kW Policy Implications and Future Work
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• Range of transmission costs for wind implied by studies in our sample is vast: Total range in unit costs across sample is from $0 to $1,500/kW. More comparative work is needed to understand how differences in study objectives, methodologies, and assumptions can impact the resulting cost estimates.
• Mid-range implied unit transmission costs for wind, though not insignificant, are also not overwhelming: The median cost of transmission for wind among all scenarios in our sample is $300/kW; roughly 15% of the current cost of building a wind project or 23% of the cost of building a wind project in the early 2000s.
• Little evidence that higher levels of wind penetration require dramatically increased unit transmission costs: Confirmed by two top down scenarios of 20% wind energy in the U.S., the JCSP study of 20% wind energy in the Eastern Interconnection, and by a number of bottom-up studies that add greater than 10 GW of new generation.
